Carpet Care Solutions

A New Approach in
Carpet Cleaning
Technology!
The carpet in your facilities provides
a combination of beauty, vibrant color
and comfort for employees and guests.
Proper maintenance of your carpeting
investment will provide extended
fiber life and performance. You need
the proven formulations found in the
Carpet Care Solutions™ System from
National Chemical Laboratories to insure
beautifully clean carpets.
This comprehensive system of cleaners,
spot removers, protectors and accessory
products offers your facility a simple, cost
effective program for maintaining carpets.
Utilizing cutting edge formulations
with either our exclusive Powder
Encapsulation Technology EPT™ or
our exclusive, premium quality Crystal
Encapsulation Technology ECT™, your
carpets will be beautifully cleaned with
a greatly reduced potential for re-soiling,
a major reason for premature destruction
of carpet fiber. Encapsulating cleaners
envelop soils with a crisp, non-sticky
residue that is easily removed by routine
vacuuming.

The result is exceptionally clean, beautiful
carpeting that stays cleaner longer!
What is ECT™™ Encapsulation Technology
Encapsulation technology formulas release soil from carpet fiber, surround or
encapsulate the soil, and finally upon drying form a non-sticky powder that
can be easily removed with a vacuum. Our premium ECT™ encapsulation
technology incorporates specialized crystalline forming ingredients.
Premium ECT™ encapsulation results in the driest, most friable crystalline
residue that is available in carpet care products today. Products based on
this encapsulation technology are an integral part of a Low Moisture Carpet
Cleaning Program. Encapsulation technology reduces the demand for water in
the carpet cleaning process.
With encapsulation technology there are not sticky detergent residues that
require large amounts of rinse water to flush them out. Using less water reduces
or eliminates discoloration caused by wicking.

Carpet Care Solutions™ Product Systems
Low Moisture Encapsulation Products
Encapsulating Carpet
Cleaner & Spot Remover

Encapsulating Carpet
Brush / Bonnet Cleaner
A revolutionary solution for maintaining today ís carpeting. ALLIN-ONE™ incorporates our premium ECT™ technology, which
encapsulates soil and dries to a non-sticky crystal. Soil and residue
then vacuum out easily! This low moisture process formula eliminates the need for rinsing and minimizes carpet downtime. Stops
discoloration problems caused by wicking. ALL-IN-ONE™ also
contains an effective malodor counteractant and a universal fresh
fragrance.

0693-29

A professional strength, water-based ready-to-use encapsulating
carpet cleaner and spot remover. ALL-IN-ONE™ R-T-U incorporates our premium ECT™ technology, which encapsulates soil and
dries to a non-sticky crystal. Soil and residue then vacuum out
easily. This low moisture process formula eliminates the need for
rinsing and minimizes carpet downtime. ALL-IN-ONE™ RTU is
formulated for wide-area carpet cleaning tasks and also works great
as a spot remover for a wide range of oils and water-based stains.
0694-36

Carpet Cleaners
EDGE PLUS™

BURST PLUS™

SPRAY KLEEN PLUS™

ENCAPSULATING
CARPET
EXTRACTION
CLEANER

ENCAPSULATING
CONCENTRATED
ROTARY / DRY
FOAM CARPET
SHAMPOO

ENCAPSULATING
BONNET / TRAFFIC
LANE CLEANER

0670-29

0660-29

0665-29

Carpet Spotters and Treatments
0681-36

0685-29

0676-36

BIO-KLEEN
PLUS™

PROTEIN SPOT &
STAIN REMOVER

EXTREME PLUS™
ENCAPSULATING
UNIVERSAL CARPET
SPOT REMOVER

0691-29

TANNIN OUT™

COFFEE / TEA / BROWNING
CARPET SPOT REMOVER

0690-29

SOIL FIGHTER
PLUS™

SHIELD PLUS™

CARPET PROTECTOR

ENCAPSULATING
RE-SOIL RESISTANT
PRE-SPRAY

0692-29

RINSE AWAY
PLUS™

CARPET RINSE /
RESIDUE NEUTRALIZER

0650-29

FOAM BREAK™

CARPET DEFOAMER
CONCENTRATE

Heavy Duty Carpet Cleaners
0621-29

0620-29

0622-36
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Distributed by:
ENDURE™

HEAVY DUTY
BONNET & TRAFFIC LANE
CARPET CLEANER

VIGOR™

HEAVY DUTY
EXTRACTION CLEANER

COMMAND™

OIL / TAT / GREASE
CARPET SPOT REMOVER

0116

